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HOW TO BE DEATH
Amber Benson
a highly original concept - Calliope never
wanted to take over her father’s business,
but Death would have it no other way
Ace/Penguin, February 2012

ARCHON
Sabrina Benulis
In the bestselling vein of Lauren Kate, Melissa
Marr, and Angelology, Archon is a fabulous
debut about a girl who discovers that she is an
Archon, a human possessed by the spirit of a dead
angel—and that she is equally hunted and desired
by angels and demons.
Harper Voyager, December 2011

All Calliope Reaper-Jones ever
wanted out of life was a fabulous
job in New York City and a really hot
boyfriend. But now, she’s the brandnew President of Death, Inc. With the
Board of Death breathing down her
neck and her dad’s copy of How to
be Death (A Fully Annotated Guide)
unopened, Callie’s really feeling the
tension. And when the guide book is
stolen at a fancy formal dinner, Callie

Angela Mathers is obsessed with
visions of angels, supernatural
creatures who haunt her thoughts
by day and seduce her dreams
by night. Released from a mental
institution, she hopes her new
university, West Wood Academy,
will give her the chance at a normal
life.
But such is not to be.... For a secret
coven plots within West Wood, and
demons and angels alike walk the
streets of Luz, searching for the
key to open Raziel’s book--a secret
tome from a lost archangel. Some
wish to destroy Raziel, others, like
the Supernal Israfel, one of the
highest of the high, to free him. For
when the Archon rises as foretold,
they will control the supernatural
universe.

-before the powers held within the
book get out and destroy humanity
forever...

Amber Benson co-created, co-wrote, and directed the animated
supernatural web-series Ghosts of Albion with Christopher Golden,
followed by a series of novels including Witchery and Accursed, and
the novella Astray. Benson and Golden also co-authored the novella
The Seven Whistlers. As an actress, she has appeared in dozens of
the fan favorite role of Tara Maclay on three seasons of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer. Benson wrote, produced, and directed the feature
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www.amberbensonwrotethis.blogspot.com

Territories Sold:
Artemis, Turkey
Newton Compton, Italy
Baumhaus/Luebbe, Germany

Torn between mortal love and
angelic obsession, Angela holds the
key to both Heaven and Hell, and
both will stop at nothing to possess
her...

Sabrina Benulis has a Masters in Writing Popular Fiction from Seton
Hill University, and grad- uated from Wilkes University with a double
major in English and Psychology. She currently lives in the Pocono
Mountains of Pennsylvania with her husband Mike, a spoiled cockatiel
named Caesar, and an intimidating amount of yardwork. When
her playing old school video games on her computer or dreaming of
that next beach vacation. 2

CASSANDRA CLARE

The Infernal Devices

The Mortal Instruments

OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES IN

Over 3 Million Copies SOLD

PRINT IN THIS BOOK ALONE

#1 NYTimes Bestselling Series

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

(Listed For 6 Consecutive Months)

Margaret K. McElderry Books/
Simon & Schuster, December 2011

Sold In over 30 languages

Margaret K. McElderry Books/
Simon & Schuster, May 2012

Love and lies can corrupt even the
purest heart...

The New York Times bestselling Mortal
Instruments continues—and so do the
thrills and danger for Jace, Clary, and
Simon.Can the lost be reclaimed? What
price is too high to pay for love? Who can
be trusted when sin and salvation collide?

In the magical underworld of Victorian
drawn more and more to Jem, while
her longing for Will, despite his dark
moods, continues to unsettle her. But
something is changing in Will - the
wall he has built around himself is

Love. Blood. Betrayal. Revenge.
Darkness

threatens

to

claim

the

book of the Mortal Instruments series.

free Will from his secrets and give
Tessa the answers to who she is and
what she was born to do? As their
search for the truth leads the three
friends into peril, Tessa’s heart is
increasingly torn, especially when
one of their own betrays them.

Film Option

Production Company: Constantin Film
Producer: Robert Kulzer
(The Vow’ Resident Evil movies; The
Three Musketeers; Pandorum; The
Wave; Fantastic Four, etc.)
Lead Actress:
Lily Collins as Clary
(Mirror, Mirror;
Abduction; The Blind
Side)
Territories Sold
(City of Lost Souls Only):

www.cassandraclare.com
www.mortalinstruments.com
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Mag, Poland
Ibis, Bulgaria
Record, Brazil
Planeta, Spain
Arena Verlag, Germany
Pocket Jeunesse, France
Arnoldo Mondadori, Italy
Grup Editorial 62, Catalan
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Walker Books, UK/Commonwealth

“A Purple Page Turner.”
-Kirkus Reviews
Territories Sold (Clockwork Prince Only):
Mag, Poland
Ripol, Russia
Ibis, Bulgaria
Record, Brazil
Planeta, Spain
Platypus, Greece

Arena Verlag, Germany
Pocket Jeunesse, France
Arnoldo Mondadori, Italy
Grup Editorial 62, Catalan
SC Leda Editserv, Romania
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Walker Books, UK/Commonwealth

series, which has been on many bestseller lists and has been translated
into more than thirty languages. Cassandra lives in an old Victorian
house in Massachusetts with her husband, their cats, and lots and lots
of books.
www.theinfernaldevices.com
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UNDER MY SKIN
Charles de Lint

FLOCK
Wendy Delsol

Political, Mythological and Action-packed
these wildlings are anything but ordinary

An untenable pact. No ally safe. And the advent of
an ancient prophecy that jeopardizes everything.

Penguin Canada, March 2012

Candlewick Press, September 2012

For the past six months, something
has been happening to young people in
Santa Feliz. Week after week, there’s
news of another teen changing shape,
transforming from human to wild
animal and back again. The federal
government has stepped in, running
public service announcements calling
for affected youth to turn themselves
in for “orientation and training.”

Having barely survived an eleventh grade
of adventures rivaling any mythological
tale, Katla Leblanc is hoping for an ordinary
senior year. But when two Icelandic
exchange students turn up at Norse Falls
High — Marik, a merman-in-disguise, and
Jinky, a rune-reading shaman-in-training —
an uneventful school year seems out of the
question. Not only has Katla enraged the
Snow Queen by rescuing her boyfriend,
Jack, she was tricked into promising her
frail newborn sister, Leira, to the Water
Queen. Marik, it seems, has come to collect,
silencing Katla with a threat against wouldbe aides, para-abled Jack in particular.

Josh Saunders has seen the news
reports, but he is still unprepared when
it happens to him. One minute he’s
arguing with his mother’s boyfriend
and the next, he’s looming over the
man, blood dripping from his claws—he
has transformed into a mountain lion.
When he switches back to his human
body, he knows his life has changed
forever. He has become a Wildling.

“Under

My

Skin

is

Trusting only his best friends, Des
and Marina with his secret, Josh tries
to return to regular living. But an
encounter with Elzie, another Wildling,
brings him unwanted attention from
the authorities. And when an accidental
betrayal reveals Josh’s secret, his
carefully constructed cover is ripped
apart, forcing his friends to intervene.
They grudgingly put their trust in
others, including other Wildlings—and,
most challenging, in each other— if
they have any hope of saving him.

an

page-turner. I thoroughly
enjoyed it!” -Melissa Marr,
author of Wicked Lovely

Award-winning author, musician, and critic Charles de Lint
for being one of the trailblazers of the urban fantasy genre.

www.charlesdelint.com
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Meanwhile, Katla’s Stork dreams — her guide
for matching babies with their birth mothers
— have become strange and menacing, and
her best friend, Penny, is keeping a few
secrets of her own, including her crush on a
certain too- alluring merman.
Can Katla single-handedly break a celestial
pact to save Leira — and perhaps the world?
Or is she really as alone in all this as she
thinks?
Hold on for a riveting conclusion as the
champion of Stork and Frost calls on her
wits, her powers, and a few out-of-thisworld colleagues to fend off a disaster of
epic proportions.

Wendy Delsol
for adults. About Flock, the third book in the trilogy that features Katla
Leblanc, she says, “I’ve so enjoyed my time with the residents of Norse
Falls; my farewell is bittersweet. And I’ll always wonder what mischief
they’re up to without me.” Wendy Delsol lives in Des Moines, Iowa, with
her family.
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www.wendydelsol.com

LAUREN DESTEFANO
What if you knew
exactly when you would die?
New York Times bestseller
Simon & Schuster BFYR
February 2012

The second book in The Chemical
Garden Trilogy reveals a world as
captivating—and as dangerous—
as the one Rhine left behind in
Wither. Rhine and Gabriel may
have escaped the beautiful
prison of Wither’s mansion,
but they are far from escaping
danger. First they’re chased for
stealing a getaway boat, and
in the eerie den of Madame, an
old woman who collects girls
and sells them to the highest
bidders. Worst of all, Vaughn,
Rhine’s sinister father-in-law,
seems to be on her trail every
step of the way. Rhine remains
determined to get to her brother
in Manhattan—but the road
they are on is long and perilous.
need to go to in order to keep it?
MARKETING & PROMOTION

The Seeds of Wither Ebook Sampler
Social Media Campaign
Online Ad Campaign
Mobile Downloads (Wallpaper/Bonus Material/Maps)
Extensive ARC Distribution
Reading Group Guide
Video Trailer
Author Videos
S&S Book Club Reader Feature & S&S Teen Dystopian Sampler
Extensive Education/Library Outreach
7

THE SEEDS OF WITHER

Simon & Schuster BFYR, November 2011
An ebook sampler, including:
An Exclusive Short Story (The First Bride)
The Wither trailer
Behind the Scenes video of the Fever
cover shoot
A Sneak Peak of Fever

The First Bride reveals the events leading up
to Wither, from the point of view of the bride
that came before Rhine.
“Creepy and Elegant”
-Lisa McMann, New York Times bestselling
author of The Forest of Hands and Teeth
Lauren Destefano earned her BA in English with a
Concentration in Creative Writing from Albertus Magnus
College in Connecticut in 2007. Wither
novel, and Fever is the sequel.
Territories Sold:
Citic, China
AST, Russia
Modan, Israel
Artemis, Turkey
Planeta, Portugal
Fortuna Libri, Slovakia
Ediciones Urano, Spain
Newton Compton, Italy
Locus Publishing, Taiwan
Editora Underworld, Brazil
Dioptra Publishing, Greece
Penerbit Kantera, Indonesia
Editions Bragelonne, France
Unieboek Spectrum, Holland
Fortuna Libri, Czech Republic
CBJ/Random House, Germany
Ediciones Urano, Catalan Language
Harper Collins, UK/Commonwealth
Proszynski Media Sp. Z.o.o., Poland
UK Paperback Cover
The First Book in
The Chemical Garden Trilogy
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www.laurendestefano.com

A
gritty,
brave,
boundary
pushing
contemporary novel centered around

PIRATE CINEMA
Cory Doctorow
PIRATE CINEMA
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TAP OUT
Eric Devine

in
g

Running Press Kids, Fall 2012

m

to class with his best friend Rob,
that is, a Mixed Martial Arts (MMA)

“I know enough now, have probably
known for longer than I realized,
anticipate the pain, but be calm
inside. It is not the outcome, but
-Tony, Tap Out

with those interested in MMA (and
it’s related, popular disciplines)
but with young readers who want
to see the extremes of life, like in
The Outsiders or The Absolutely
True
Story
of
a
Part-Time
Indian. Engrossing, honest, and
fantastically written.

Eric Devine is a writer, high school English teacher, education
consultant and CrossFit coach. Devine has a strong background
in literature and a Masters in Education. Devine married his high
school sweetheart. They now have two children together. Tap
Out
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www.ericdevine.org
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His mom will still be an addict with
a string of loser boyfriends who
beat them both. MMA isn’t going to
get them out of the trailer park or
put food on the table. It’s not going
to make him stay awake in class,
or protect him from the meth gang
that has decided Tony is their new
delivery man. MMA can’t do any of
those things...until it does.

o

though, Tony thinks. He’s still going
to be a pussy, no matter if some
washed up ex-Marine teaches him

CORY DOCTOROW

Tor Teen, Fall 2012
They’ve shamed their families - their
brothers, sisters, parents. There is no
one to blame but themselves for the
lost internet access. The only way to
spare their loved ones the shame of
living with a Downloader is to leave.
Moving to London, they form a youth
gang called “The Jammie Dodgers”
remixing movies into their own
original creations. Hollywood gave
them all of the raw material they
need to make the next kind of video.
One made by teens for teens. Except
the problem is, it’s kind of against the
law...

Praise for Little Brother:

New York Times Notable Children’s Book of 2008; Washington Post
Best Kids Books of 2008; Los Angeles Times Best Young Adult Books
of 2008; Publishers Weekly Best Books of the Year for Children’s
Fiction; Kirkus Reviews “Best of 2008”; School Library Journal Best
Books of 2008; Richie’s Picks: The Best of 2008; Emperor Norton
Award Winner; American Library Association YALSA Nominee -2009 Best Books for Young Adults list; Book Sense Summer 2008
Children’s Picks List; Gawker SF blog io9’s “Ten Books We Can’t Wait
to Read in 2008”; 3rd Annual Cybils Award Nominee (SF/Fantasy
Teen); The Globe and Mail Top 100 Books of 2008; National Post
Best-Value Books of 2008; Amazon.com Top 100 Editors’ Picks of 2008; Amazon.
com Top 10 Books for Teens of 2008; Hudson Booksellers’ Best Children’s Books of
2008; VOYA’s Best Science Fiction, Fantasy, & Horror of 2007; 2009 Prometheus
Award Nominee for Best Novel; TeenReads.com “Best of 2008”; Texas Library
Association Tayshas Reading List; 2009 Ontario Library Association White Pine™
Reading Program Award nominee

and blogger -- the co-editor of Boing Boing (boingboing.net)
and the author of Tor Teens/HarperCollins UK novels like FOR
THE WIN and the bestselling LITTLE BROTHER. He is the former
European director of the Electronic Frontier Foundation and cofounded the UK Open Rights Group. Born in Toronto, Canada,
he now lives in London.
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www.craphound.com

SPIRIT’S PRINCESS
Esther Friesner

girl power is not a new idea
Random House BFYR, April 2012
Himiko, the beloved daughter of
a chieftain in third century Japan,
has always been special. The
day she was born there was a
devastating earthquake, and the
tribe’s shamaness had an amazing
vision revealing the young girl’s
future—one day this privledged
child will be the spiritual and tribal
leader over all of the tribes. Book
One revolves around the events
of Himiko’s early teen years—
her shaman lessons, friendships,
contact with other tribes, and
journey to save her family after
a series of tragic events. Once
again, Esther Friesner masterfully
weaves together history, myth, and
mysticism in a tale of a princess
whose path is far from traditional.

THE SEA WOLVES

The Secret Journeys of Jack London
an action-packed, romantic, and suspenseful
descent into the darkest desires of men and
beasts and the hell that awaits them

Christopher Golden & Tim Lebbon
Film Rights
Optioned to 20th
Century Fox
HarperCollins, February 2012
The world knows Jack London as a writer
who lived his own real-life adventures.
But there are some parts of his life that
have remained hidden for many years,
things even he couldn’t set down in
writing. Terrifying, mysterious, bizarre, and
magical—these are the Secret Journeys of
Jack London.
Clinging to life after he is captured in an
attack by savage pirates, Jack is unprepared
for what he faces at the hands of the crew
and their charismatic, murderous captain,
Ghost. For these mariners are not mortal
men but hungry beasts chasing gold and
hope lies with Sabine—a sad, sultry captive
of Ghost’s insatiable hunger. But on these
waters, nothing is as it seems, and Sabine
may be hiding dangerous secrets of her
own.

Territories Sold:
AST, Russia
Saraiva, Brazil
The second installment in the adventures
Bragelonne, France of the young Jack London is a masterpiece
Baumhaus, Germany of tension and emotion. Christopher Golden
and Tim Lebbon, along with illustrator Greg
Ruth, have crafted a tale for readers of all
ages.

Nebula Award winner Esther Friesner is the author of more than
30 novels and over 150 short stories. She is also the editor
of seven popular anthologies. Her works have been published
around the world. Educated at Vassar College and Yale University,
where she taught for a number of years, Ms. Friesner is also a
poet, a playwright, and once wrote an advice column, “Ask Auntie
Esther.”
www.princessesofmyth.com
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Christopher Golden is the award-winning, bestselling author of
numerous novels.
Tim Lebbon is the award-winning author of over thirty books,
including the NY Times Bestselling novelization of the movie 30
Days of Night.
www.timlebbon.net
www.christophergolden.com
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NIGHTINGALE
David Farland

The Enhancements:
GRAPHIC STORYTELLING
AUDIO

A Marvelous Contemporary
Fantasy in an Enhanced Format

“We all become lost
children at one time or
another. When no one

East India Press, December
2011 (Enhanced E-book)
Variance Publishing, March 2012
(Hardcover Edition)

– Olivia

Bron Jones was abandoned as
a newborn. Thrown into foster
care, he is rejected by one family
after another, until he meets
Olivia, a gifted and devoted highschool teacher who recognizes
him for what he really is—what
her people call a “nightingale.”

“For all sad words of
tongue and pen, the
saddest are these: ‘It
might have been.’”
– John Greenleaf Whittier

“We are more wondrous
than we know.”
– Monique

But Bron isn’t ready to learn the
truth. There are secrets that
have been hidden from mankind
for hundreds of thousands
of years, secrets that should
remain hidden. Some things are
too dangerous to know.
Bron’s secret may be the most
dangerous of all.
“Nightingale is revolutionary. You’ll never
want to go back to black on white. A
beautifully crafted experience: stunning
art, haunting music and delightfully
subtle animated accents all accompany
a riveting and deeply human story. There
is (quite literally) nothing else like it.”
— Editionals (on the enhanced novel)

In his remarkable young adult
fantasy debut, David Farland
shows why critics have called his
work “compelling,” “engrossing,”
“powerful,”
“profound,”
and
“ultimately life-changing.”

David Farland
award-winning books. He is best known though for his fantasy
work, which includes the New York Times bestselling series The
Runelords, and his lovable and wacky middle-grade fantasy series
Ravenspell. Farland has written young adult books for the Star
Wars and Mummy franchises under the name Dave Wolverton.
Nightingale
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APPLE APP

VIDEO
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www.davidfarland.com
www.nightingalenovel.com

LOSS
Jackie Morse Kessler

a high-concept series about the struggle to
topic that touches the lives of many teens
Graphia, March 2012
Fifteen-year-old Billy Ballard is the kid
that everyone picks on. But things change
drastically when Death tells Billy he must
stand in as Pestilence, the White Rider of the
Apocalypse. Now armed with a Bow that allows
him to strike with disease from a distance, Billy
lashes out at his tormentors.. and accidentally
his actions, Billy begs Death to take back the
Bow. For that to happen, says Death, Billy
must track down the real White Rider, and
stop him from unleashing something awful
on humanity—something that could make the
Black Plague look like a summer cold. Does
one bullied teenager have the strength to
stand his ground—and the courage to save
the world?

sorry at all. Jackie Morse Kessler’s
prose
illuminates
an
ancient,
disintegrating king as poignantly
and effortlessly as it does a bullied
teen; it’s easy to see ourselves
desperation. Loss is whip-smart and
elegant, a truly worthy companion
to HUNGER and Rage.”—Saundra
Mitchell, author of The Vespertine
Territories Sold:
Gaea, Taiwan
Newton Compton, Italy

Jackie Morse Kessler is the author of the Riders of the
Apocalypse series, including Hunger, Rage, and Loss,
along with several paranormal and dark fantasy books
for adults. She lives in upstate New York.
www.jackiemorsekessler.com
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UNLEASHED
Nancy Holder & Debbie Viguie
Nancy Holder and Debbie Viguie, the New York Times
bestselling authors of the Wicked series, have
created an entirely new trilogy with the passion of
Twilight and the grandeur of Fallen. The Wolf Springs
Chronicles introduces readers to a town of secrets
and the new girl who’s about to start believing in
werewolves.
Delacorte BFYR, December 2011 (Book 2:
December 2012)
Katelyn McBride’s life changed in an instant
when her mother died. Uprooted form her
California home, Katelyn was shipped to the
middle of nowhere, Arkansas, to her only
living relative, her grandfather. And now she
has to start over in Wolf Springs, a tiny village
in the Ozark Mountains.
Like any small town, Wolf Springs has secrets.
But the secrets hidden here are more sinister
than Katelyn could ever imagine. It’s a town
with a history that reaches back centuries,
spans continents, and conceals terrifying
truths about everyone. And Katelyn McBride
is about to change everything.
Broken families, ageless grudges, forced
alliances, and love that blooms in the darkest
night—welcome to Wolf Springs.

“The authors are clearly having fun, packing in lots of tongue-in-cheek
lupine references...[the] conclusion that leaves central mysteries
unsolved will have readers howling for the next installment.”
--Booklist
Territories Sold:
Milan Poche, France
Generights, Czech Republic
Doubleday Children’s, UK/Commonwealth

Nancy Holder and Debbie Viguie are the
authors of the bestselling Wicked series.
16

www.nancyholder.com
www.debbieviguie.com

DARKBEAST
Morgan Keyes
“I take your rebellion. Forget it. It is mine.”
Margaret K. McElderry Books/Simon
& Schuster, August 2012
In Keara’s world, every child has a
darkbeast—a creature that takes dark
deeds and emotions like anger, pride,
and rebellion. Keara’s darkbeast is
Caw, a raven. Caw is her constant
companion, and they are magically
bound to each other until Keara’s
twelfth birthday. For on that day
Keara must kill her darkbeast—that is
the law. Refusing to kill a darkbeast
is an offense to the gods, and such
heresy is harshly punished by the
feared Inquisitors.

Everything You Need to

Survive the Apocalypse
Lucas Klauss
“This book could well become the sort of came-fromnowhere, sustained hit that Stephen Chbosky’s
(1999) proved to be.”
-Starred Booklist Review

Simon Pulse, January 2012
Phillip’s sophomore year is off
to a rough start. One of his
best friends ditches him. His
track coach singles him out
for personalized, torturous
training sessions. And his dad
decides to clean out all of the
emergency supplies from the
basement, even though the
world could end in disaster
at any moment...and even
though those supplies are
all Phillip has left of his dead
mom. Not that he wants to
talk about that.

Though Keara struggles to follow
the rules, she cannot imagine life
drawn to the Travelers, actors who
tour the country performing revels.
Keara is fascinated by the Travelers’
mysterious plays, with their hints of
a grand life beyond her tiny village.
As her birthday approaches, Keara
readies herself to leave childhood—
and Caw—behind forever. But when
Marketing Materials:
Discussion Questions
Special Projects (Teaching Assignments)
Temporary Tattoos of Caw - Giveaway
Rights and Rituals Throughout History
“Astonishingly imaginative, fresh, and
powerful, Darkbeast will settle in your
heart, as the very best stories do. A
masterpiece.” -Julie E. Czerneda, author
of The Clan Chronicles and A Turn of Light.

she be able to kill the creature that
is so close to her? And if she cannot,
where will she turn, and how can she
hide from the Inquisitors?
A single decision could ripple outward
and change Keara’s life—and perhaps
her world—forever in this gripping
story that comes straight from the
heart.

Morgan Keyes grew up in California, Texas, Georgia, and Minnesota, accompanied by
parents, a brother, a dog, and a cat. Also, there were lots and lots of books. Morgan
now lives near Washington, D.C., spending time reading, traveling, reading, writing,
reading, cooking, reading, wrestling with cats and reading. Because there are still
lots and lots of books.
www.morgankeyes.com
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A male perspective on sorting love
from loss, faith from fear—brimming
with humor and romance

But then Phillip meets
Rebekah. Not only is she
unconventionally hot and
smart, but she might like him
back. As Phillip gets closer to
Rebekah, he tries harder and
harder to turn himself into
the kind of person he thinks
she wants him to be. But the
question is, can he become
that person? And does he
really want to?

Lucas Klauss received an MFA in writing for children from the
New School. His humor writing has been featured online at
McSweeney’s and College Humor. He lives in Brooklyn, New
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www.lucasklauss.com

KEEPING THE CASTLE
Patrice Kindl

LONDON EYE

A Charming Regency Romance

Terrorism, Evolution, War:

crumbling castle, give her two evil stepsisters and some very unsuitable suitors.
Make it funny! Patrice Kindl’s Keeping the Castle is an absolute charmer!”
-- Karen Joy Fowler, author of The Jane Austen Book Club

Patrice Kindl is an unusually good writer with wit and
style. Keeping the Castle is for the Austen crowd, for
sure, but will charm many others as well. The author is at
work on a sequel. Her previous young adult novels have
won numerous awards including the Australian National
Book Award Honor, American Library Association Best
Book and Booklist 10 Best Romances, 10 Best Fantasies,
Editor’s Choice.
www.patricekindl.com
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Toxic City
Book One

n

LONDON EYE

ve

Then Lord Boring comes to stay
with his aunt and uncle. Althea
immediately starts a clever,
stealthy campaign to become
Lady Boring. There’s only one
problem; his friend and business
“If you’re a fan of I Capture the Castle manager Mr. Fredericks keeps
you will love this sharply funny tale of getting in the way. And, as it
turns out, Fredericks has his own
courtship. A delicious confection.”
-- Polly Shulman, author of Enthusiasm set of plans. . . .

Toxic City Trilogy, Book 1

o

17-year-old Althea bears a heavy
burden on her slender shoulders.
She supports her widowed
mother, young brother, two
stepsisters--and Crawley Castle,
a tumbledown folly designed and
built by her great-grandfather.
Althea, in short, must marry
well. But there are few wealthy
suitors--or suitors of any kind-in their small Yorkshire town of
Lesser Hoo.

On the shoulders of a few teenage renegades

C

Viking Juvenile, June 2012

Tim Lebbon

Tim Lebbon

Praise for Tim Lebbon:

Pyr/Prometheus, Summer 2013
July 28th, 2015 – London is hit by
a devastating biological terrorist
attack. Many of the infected die
instantly, millions more suffer a slow,
painful death over the next couple
of days. The city and its suburbs are
contaminated beyond repair. London
– already becoming known as the
Toxic City – is declared a Mass Grave,
the rest of Britain is warned that it
will be uninhabitable for generations.
London is effectively cordoned off
from the rest of the country.
But a very small group of teenage
friends, some who have lost family
members on that day, believe they
are being lied to. Breaking through

“[Tim] Lebbon’s work is
infused with the contemporary
realism of Stephen King and
the lyricism of Ray Bradbury.”
—Fangoria

inside. What they discover is that the
biological agent that was released
has had an evolutionary effect on
the survivors, now battling yet again
for their survival, this time with the
authorities. What follows changes
“Lebbon is a master of fantasy not only the friends’ lives, but that of
and horror and his visions make humanity.
for disturbing and compelling
reading.”—Douglas Clegg
Tim Lebbon is the award-winning author of over thirty
books, including the NY Times Bestselling novelization of
the movie 30 Days of Night.
www.timlebbon.net
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HANGING BY A THREAD
In a town where appearance is everything,
how deep beneath the surface will one girl
dig to uncover a murderer?
Delacorte BFYR/Random House
September 2012

Summer is the best part of the year
in Winston, California, and the Fourth
of July is the highlight of the season.
But the perfect town Clare remembers
has changed, and everyone is praying
that this summer will be different from
the last two—that this year’s Fourth of
July festival won’t see one of their own
vanish without a trace, leaving no leads
and no suspects. The media are in a
frenzy predicting a third disappearance,
but the town depends on tourist dollars,
so the residents of Winston are trying
desperately to pretend nothing’s wrong.
And they’re not the only ones hiding
something.
Clare, a seamstress who redesigns
vintage clothing, has been blessed—or
perhaps cursed—with a gift: she can see people’s pasts when she touches
their clothes. When she stumbles across a denim jacket that once belonged
to Amanda Stavros, last year’s Fourth of July victim, Clare sees her perfect
town begin to come apart at the seams.

Promotional Opportunities
The author is a fantastic seamstress herself and will work this
into the marketing – videos, how-tos, etc.
Sample designs and patterns included in print and/or e-book
editions
Possible E-Special: History of Clare’s special ability
is the bestselling, Edgar-nominated author
of several thrillers for adults and young adults. She lives
with her family in Northern California.
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SHADOWFELL

Juliet Marillier
Keldec was crowned king in the year of my birth. By
the time I was old enough to begin understanding
what canny meant, I learned that fear turned friend
into foe in an instant, and I learned to keep secrets.

Knopf BFYR, September 2012
Its name is spoken only in
whispers, if the people of Alban
dare to speak it at all: Shadowfell.
The training ground for rebels
seeking to free their land from
the grip of the tyrannical king is
so shrouded in mystery that most
believe it to be a myth.
But for Neryn, Shadowfell’s
existence is her only hope. She
is penniless, orphaned, and
utterly alone—and concealing
a treacherous magical power
that will warrant her immediate
enslavement
should
it
be
in the Good Folk, fey beings whom
she must pretend she cannot see
and who taunt her with chatter
of prophecies and tests, and in a
striking, mysterious stranger, who
saves her from certain death but
whose motives remain unclear. She knows she should not trust anyone with
Will Neryn be forced to make the dangerous journey alone? She must reach
Shadowfell, not only to avenge her family and salvage her own life, but to
rescue Alban itself.
is a captivating tale of peril, courage, romance, and survival.

Juliet Marillier is the author of several highly popular fantasy
novels for adults, including the Sevenwaters Trilogy and
the Bridei Chronicles. She is also the author of the teen
novels Wildwood Dancing and Cybele’s Secret.
www.julietmarillier.com
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THE FALCONER
Elizabeth May
Chronicle Books, Spring 2013

An Unmissable
Debut
“I can’t wait to start working with Elizabeth May. Her heroine,
Lady Aileana Kameron, jumps so fully formed from the page
and is so engaging – whether she’s at a formal ball, chatting
with friends, or slaying murderous fae on the street. The story
is perfectly constructed, and the balance of society, romance
and vengeance is wonderful. The Falconer made me smile, it
made my heart ache, and it had me turning the pages faster and
faster with every chapter. I’m not sure there is higher praise for
a novel.” - Gillian Redfearn, Editor, Gollancz

HUNTER.
Edinburgh, 1844. 18-year-old Lady Aileana Kameron was destined to
live a life carefully planned around Edinburgh’s social events — until a
faery killed her mother.
Now, between the seemingly endless social parties and boring dances,
Aileana has a new hobby: every night she sheds her aristocratic facade
to go hunting, secretly slaughtering the fae who prey on humans in
the city’s dark alleyways, determined to track down the faery who
murdered her mother.

Vengeance.
Vengeance has become her life. . .she never anticipated her growing
attraction to the magnetic Kiaran MacKay, the faery who trained her
secrets which affect her past with the potential to destroy her present.

Love.
But when her own world is about revenge, and when she holds Kiaran’s
fate in her hands, how far is Aileana prepared to go to avenge her
mother’s murder . . . ?
23

Elizabeth May is an occasional book cover
photographer, a fantasy novelist, a lazy PhD
student, a tutor who swears more often
than she should, and most importantly: an
accomplished coffee drinker.
She is an ex-pat who resides in Edinburgh,
Scotland, where she can frequently be
spotted skulking about dark wynds with a
camera in hand. She is fascinated by shiny
objects and the things that wash up on the
beach.
Territories Sold:
Heyne, Germany
RBA Libros, Spain
Hemiro Ltd, Russia
Novo Conceito, Brazil
Munhakdongne, Korea
Butik Yayincilik, Turkey
Sperling & Kupfer, Italy
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Gollancz/Orion, UK/Commonwealth

www.elizabethmaywrites.blogspot.com
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THE STONE DEMON
Karen Mahoney
“Dark and beautiful, sensual and dangerous,
utterly enthralling. . . You’ll fall under this
book’s spell.”
—Richelle Mead, NYTimes bestselling author

DJ MacHale
#1 NYTimes Bestselling Author
Marshall Seaver is Being Haunted....
and Hunted
Aladdin/Simon & Schuster
March 2012

The
riveting
conclusion
to
a thrilling trilogy from New
York Times bestselling master
of suspense D. J. MacHale.
From
Marshall’s
mysterious
experiences in The Light to
Cooper’s haunting perspective
in The Black, the questions have

Flux/Llewellyn Worldwide, February
2013
Shadows fall across London
When the newly-released demons set
the Order of the Crow an impossible
ultimatum—deliver the Philosopher’s
Stone, or suffer the consequences—
alchemist’s
apprentice
Donna
Underwood must recreate the mythical
artefact before the world is plunged
into a modern Dark Age. But will she

And now it is time for answers:
between best friends Marshall
and Cooper and the terrifying
villain Damon, who’s more
determined than ever to break
down the walls between the
worlds of the living and the dead.
Marshall is forced to make a
brave and shocking choice when
the battle is on the line, and he
and Cooper might be rewarded
with help from someone quite
unexpected….

against a vengeful demon king, an
immortal Magus with his own shadowy
agenda, the attempts of an underground
alchemical Resistance to recruit her,
and her own dangerously unpredictable
powers.
Donna must be willing to make the
not be enough…
Territories Sold:
Artemis, Turkey
Corgi/Random House United Kingdom
Random House Australia, Australia/New Zealand
Karen Mahoney
in a trilogy that continues in 2012 with The Wood Queen.
She has also published stories about a kick-ass teen vampire
called Moth in various anthologies, and there is a Moth novel
coming in September 2012 called Falling to Ash. Karen is
British and currently lives near London with way too many
books and comics.
www.kazmahoney.com
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As the gripping trilogy heads
toward resolution, shocks and
surprises await at the end of
the long and winding Morpheus
Road.

Territories Sold:
Du Rocher, France
Newton Compton, Italy

D.J. MacHale is the author of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Pendragon series. He has written, directed and produced
many television series and movies for young people that
have been seen on Nickelodeon, The Disney Channel, HBO,
Showtime, PBS, Discovery Kids and the broadcast networks.
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www.djmachalebooks.com

MR. REAPER
Tatsuya Miyanishi

a charming story of a fox and
his piglet
Vertical, April 2012

STERLING SQUADRON
Eric Nylund
Yearling/Random House BFYR
April 2012

A hungry wolf searches the forest
for a long-awaited meal, when

Million-copy
bestselling
Halo
author Eric Nylund again brings

playing tricks on him, but before
him is a young piglet resting in a
clearing. His wish has come true!
He can eat again!

young audience with the riveting
second book in The Resisters
series. Even as he trains to be
a pilot for the Resisters, twelveyear-old Ethan Blackwood is still
reeling from the news that aliens
called the Ch’zar have taken over
the world and put all the adults
under their mind control. Now the
Ch’zar mechanical bug armies are
growing. The Resisters need more
pilots like Ethan, kids who aren’t
afraid to think for themselves.
Ethan knows just where the
Ch’zar send troublemakers like
that—to Sterling Reform School.

But there is something about this
piglet that does not settle well
with the wolf. The piglet seems
to not be resting, at all. Instead,
she appears to be in great pain.
Feeling guilty for wishing to take
advantage of a being in need,
the wolf takes the piglet into his
home. And then begins a long
and brave process to prepare
for the piglet’s future, whether
its health turns for the better or
worse.
Watching over the two is the
story’s
narrator...Mr.
Reaper.
Finding Mr. Reaper is part of the
tale, as his eyes lead the cast
through many trials to a very
unusual ending.
Tatsuya Miyanishi is one of the most popular Japanese children’s
book artists. His kids books cover a wide range of genres from
superheroes to dinosaurs and everything in between. Over his
career he has penned more than 75 books. Last year his title
Aren’t You Delish

Mr. Reaper
many of his books have been translated into French, Chinese,
and Korean. He has won the Kodansha Cultural Award in the
Picture Book category, as well as the Kenbuchi City Picture Book
Village Award.
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discovers the Resisters’ underground base?

I hope The Resisters get kids reading, into science, and keeps them
hooked for a lifetime.” -Eric Nylund
Eric Nylund is a New York Times bestselling and World
Fantasy Award-nominated author. He has written science
head writer for Microsoft Game Studios, where he helps
create blockbuster video games. Eric has bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in chemistry. He graduated from the
prestigious Clarion West Writers Workshop in 1994.
www.ericnylund.net
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LISSA PRICE

PORTRAIT OF A STARTER
Delacorte BFYR/Random House
February 2012

Would you sell your youth to survive?
Her Parents? Dead.
Her Brother? Sick.
Her Way Out? Get Paid.
To Be Somebody Else.
Who Can She Trust?
No One.

short stories, with the second scheduled
for release in July and the third in October.

Portrait of a Starter is written from the
perspective of Michael, as he draws the
portrait of Callie that becomes Starters’s
cover image.

Delacorte BFYR/Random House
March 2012

“The only thing better than a

Callie lost her parents when the Spore
Wars wiped out everyone between
the ages of twenty and sixty. She and
her little brother, Tyler, go on the run,
living as squatters with their friend

as well executed as ‘Starters.’
Readers who have been waiting
for a worthy successor to Suzanne
Collins’ ‘The Hunger Games’ will

would kill them for a cookie. Callie’s
only hope is Prime Destinations, a
disturbing place in Beverly Hills run
Old Man.
He hires teens to rent their bodies to
Enders—seniors who want to be young
again. Callie, desperate for the money
that will keep her, Tyler, and Michael
alive, agrees to be a donor. But the
neurochip they place in Callie’s head
malfunctions and she wakes up in the life of her renter, living in her mansion, driving
her cars, and going out with a senator’s grandson. It feels almost like a fairy tale,
until Callie discovers that her renter intends to do more than party—and that Prime
Destinations’ plans are more evil than Callie could ever have imagined. . . .

MARKETING & PROMOTION
Facebook Game
Extensive ARC Distribution
Website/Mobile Website Launch
Video Book Trailer
Chapter Sampler PDF
Brand Ambassadors
Midwinter Feature, Winter Institute Feature
3 Ebook Original Short Stories
Direct Marketing Campaign, Social Media Campaign
National Online and Media Campaign and Mobile Ad Campaign
5-City Author Tour

Movie Theater Promotion - Tie-in with The Hunger Games
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Lissa Price has studied photography and
writing, but the world has turned out to be
her greatest teacher. She has walked with
elephants in Botswana, swum with penguins in
amid a thousand nomads in Gujarat, India. She
has been surrounded by hundreds of snorting
Cape buffalo in South Africa and held an almost
silent chorus with a hundred wild porpoises off
the coast of Oahu. She has danced in mud huts
at native weddings in India and had tea with
the most famous living socialite in Kyoto. When
she sat down to write, she found that the most
surprising journeys were still inside her mind.
She lives in the foothills of southern California
with her husband and the occasional deer.
Territories Sold:
Crown, Taiwan
MinumIn, Korea
Albatros, Poland
Kalendis, Greece
Planeta, Portugal
Amarin, Thailand
Unieboek, Holland
Planeta/Scyla, Spain

Novo Conceito, Brazil
Fortuna Libri, Slovakia
Robert Laffont, France
Dogan Egmont, Turkey
Sperling & Kupfer, Italy
Agave Konyvek, Hungary
ivi/Piper Verlag, Germany
Fortuna Libri, Czech Republic
Random House Children’s Books, UK/Commonwealth

www.startersbooks.com
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www.lissaprice.com

SILENCE
Michelle Sagara
an exciting contemporary paranormal
about a girl who can detect the cries for
help of those trapped in limbo
DAW, May 2012
Emma Hall is a high school
boyfriend died in the summer
in a car accident — before the
book starts. Nathan was almost
her entire world, and she’s now
left with the bits and pieces of
life that weren’t Nathan–her
friends, school, her mother. She
spends far too much time in the
cemetery at Nathan’s grave,
because it’s quiet there and she
doesn’t have to make excuses
for how she feels, or how she
doesn’t feel.
She doesn’t expect to meet
people in the cemetery, but one
night she does, and as a result
of that disturbing meeting, she
begins to see things she’s never
seen, and to hear things that no
one else hears.

UNDER MY HAT

tales from the cauldron

Jonathan Strahan (Editor)
Random House BFYR, August 2012
Under My Hat is an exciting young
adult fantasy anthology that brings
together some of the most famous
today, along with some of the hottest
newcomers around, to create wonderful
new stories, tales of action, adventure
and romance, each centred around a
witch in one her many guises.
Including Stories From:
NEIL GAIMAN
TANITH LEE
GARTH NIX
TIM PRATT
HOLLY BLACK
M. RICKERT
KAGE BAKER
JANE YOLEN
PETER S. BEAGLE
ISOBELLE CARMODY
FRANCES HARDINGE
ELLEN KUSHNER
PATRICIA McKILLIP
DIANA PETERFREUND
MARGO LANAGAN
Praise for Jonathan Strahan’s Anthologies:
“Quality stories by authors at the height of their craft make this anthology a musthave.” - School Library Journal, Starred Review on The Starry Rift
“A superb, generously proportioned selection of new Young Adult SF stories from
anthology of the year.” —Nick Gevers, Locus on The Starry Rift

-Sarah Rees Brennan, Author of The Demon’s Lexicon
Michelle Michiko Sagara (born 1963) is a JapaneseCanadian author of fantasy literature, active since the
early 1990s. She has published as Michelle Sagara, as
Michelle West (using her husband’s surname) and as
Michelle Sagara West.

www.msagarawest.wordpress.com
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Jonathan Strahan is the two-time Hugo Award nominee
and Locus Award winning editor of The Starry Rift, Life on
Mars, The New Space Opera (Vols 1 & 2), the best-selling
The Locus Awards (with Charles N. Brown) and The Best
Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year anthology series,
amongst many other anthologies. He is also the Reviews
Editor for Locus: The Magazine Of The Science Fiction And
Fantasy Fields.
www.jonathanstrahan.com.au
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“A glorious balancing act between modernism
and the Victorian fairy tale, done with heart and
wisdom.” —Neil Gaiman
Feiwel & Friends/Macmillan, October 2012
September returns to Fairyland to reunite with A-Through-L, Saturday,
and Gleam, and to confront her shadow-self, who has become the queen
of Fairyland-Below, the upside-down world beneath the Fairyland of the

Things couldn’t get much better,
until they could. A snappy and
touching debut addressing teen HIV

ON THE PLUS
SIDE

n

Catherynne Valente

o

Led the Revels There

S
o

Fell Beneath Fairyland and

ON THE PLUS SIDE
Jessica Verdi

g

The Girl Who

in

Fairyland before the human world was born, and not a few hungry

C

o
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Below climax in a mysterious rite September must avert or else lose
her shadow forever.

Territories Sold:
Sperling & Kupfer, Italy
Rowohlt Verlag, Germany

Optioned:
LeYa, Brazil
LeYa, Portugal
Artemis, Turkey

Albatros, Slovakia
Jakkajungsin, Korea
Draakon & Ku, Estonia
Albatros, Czech Republic
Tathata Publishing, Thailand

Catherynne M. Valente is to blame for over a dozen works of
Norton Award, the Mythopoeic Award, the Lambda Award,
the Rhysling Award, and the Million Writers Award for best
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www.catherynnemvalente.com
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A New York Times Bestseller
A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2011
Winner, Andre Norton Award for YA Science Fiction
and Fantasy
A National Public Radio Best Middle-Grade Book of
2011
A National Public Radio Top Five Science Fiction/
Fantasy Title for 2011
An Amazon.com Best Book of 2011
A Kirkus Reviews Best Teen Book of 2011
A Booklist Editors’ Choice, 2011
A New York Public Library Top 100 Books for Reading
and Sharing of 2011

r

Distinctions for The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland In a Ship of
Her Own Making, Book 1 of the 5-Part Series:

Jessica Verdi

Global Statistics:
34 Million people are
currently living with HIV/
AIDS
2.7 million people are
newly infected each year,
on average
400,000 children were
infected with HIV/AIDS
just last year

Sourcebooks Fire, April/May 2013
If Lucy Moore’s two dads found out she
was HIV positive, they would die. Which
is ironic, because that’s what Lucy is
most afraid of, and 100% sure, is going
to happen to her, too. After one drunken
deal with her new status for the rest of
her life. But Sex Ed never taught you
what to do after.
As she navigates her new life, her
therapy, and who should, and already
does know about her illness, the universe
drops two more bombs in her lap. Her
biological mother is back in town, and
she’s not sure why. And after years of
getting the lead in all the school plays,
she’s demoted (well, she thinks so) to
Mercutio in Romeo and Juliet.
But this just might be the best of the bad
news yet. Set in a world of high school
drama, both on and off stage, On The
Plus Side is a charming, touching, snappy
and uplifting YA contemporary that
not only addresses the still prevalent,
though often ignored, problem of teen
HIV, (without being preachy or lesson-y)
but does so in the context of a world we
can all relate to.

This is Jessica Verdi’s debut novel. She is earning her
MFA in Writing for Children at the New School. She
writes regularly for the successful blog TeenWritersBloc.
com.
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www.jessicaverdi.com

In The Shadow of Blackbirds

Cat Winters
A Gothic Ghost Tale
In The Shadow of
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Blackbirds

1918, California: Sixteen-year-old Mary

Shelley Black struggles to survive during
a vicious world war and a terrifying
séances and spirit photographers for
comfort, but Mary Shelley has never
believed in ghosts.
During her bleakest moment, however,
she’s forced to rethink her entire way

er

love—a boy who died in battle—returns.
Illustrated with haunting early twentieth
century photographs, In the Shadow of
Blackbirds awakens a forgotten past in

ov
C

Amulet/Abrams, Spring 2013

Cat Winters

and spirit communication became a dark
and dangerous obsession.

“Cat Winters deftly captures the darkness and the light of human
nature with In the Shadow of Blackbirds. I swear, I can smell the
and the heroine, Mary Shelley Black’s, dark and startling story
Nominated Author of Shadowed Summer and The Vespertime
Cat Winters was born and raised just a short drive
down the freeway from Disneyland, which probably
explains her obsession with haunted mansions, bygone
eras, and fantasylands. She has worked as a radio
station deejay, a copy editor, a small press co-owner,
In The Shadow of
Blackbirds is her debut novel.
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www.catwinters.com

FEATURED

BACKLIST TITLES

JOHN BELLAIRS
John Bellairs (1938-1991) is the award-winning,
best-selling author of the acclaimed Gothic
mystery novels in the Lewis Barnavelt, Anthony
Monday, and Johnny Dixon series, as well as the
seminal fantasy classic, The Face in the Frost.
For years, young readers have crept, crawled,
and gone bump in the night with the unlikely
heroes of these Gothic novels.
Nine of Bellairs’s most popular books were
covers, a sampling can be seen below.
Lewis always dreamed of living in an old house
full of secret passageways, hidden rooms, and
such a mansion--his Uncle Jonathan’s. When
he discovers that his big friendly uncle is
also a wizard, Lewis has a hard time keeping
himself from jumping up and down in his seat.
Unfortunately, what Lewis doesn’t bank on is
the fact that the previous owner of the mansion
was also a wizard--but an evil one who has
placed a tick-tocking clock somewhere in the
bowels of the house, marking off the minutes
until the end of the world. And when Lewis
accidentally awakens the dead on Halloween
night, the clock only ticks louder and faster.
Doomsday draws near--unless Lewis can stop
the clock!

FLAT STANLEY
Jeff Brown

Over half a million copies sold!
HarperCollins, Re-release 2009 - Present

Flat Stanley was created by Jeff Brown in 1964
and has continued to remain a relevant and
The 9 brand new books being released by
HarperCollins have only heightened Flat
the world. In addition to the chapter books (ages
4-8), the Flat Stanley I-Can-Read program at
Harper Collins is one of the oldest beginning
reader programs in the United States, and
perhaps the best-known. There are four brand
new books in this program as well (2010-2013).
Film rights sold to Walden Media. Current production plans
Carls of Wild Things Productions is producing (Where The Wild Things
Are, Rango).

Jeff Brown served on the editorial staffs of The New
Yorker, The Saturday Evening Post, Life, and Esquire
magazines. His stories have appeared in these and
other magazines. For several years, in Hollywood, he
was associated with producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.,
later with Pennebaker Productions (Marlon Brando) at
Paramount Studios. In addition to the book in which
36

www.bellairsia.com

stories about the Lambchop family.
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THE TRIPODS

John Christopher
The Original Hunger Games

“When I read the Tripod books as a 10-year-old, they stood out
partly because Christopher’s prose was so clear and elegant (and
it holds up to this day) and partly because they were so extremely
grim. I can still taste the toxic green air of the Tripods’ domed cities
where a ‘perpetual green twilight’ reigns...The Tripod novels arrived

Tripod novels
were the shape of things to come.” -Lev Grossman, Time Magazine,
from the article Love Among the Ruins. How our awful future became
the next big thing. March 12, 2012 Issue.
Simon Pulse Re-release (2003)
(Original Release: 1967, 1968, 1968,
1988)

Long ago, the Tripods--huge, three-legged machines--descended upon
Earth and took control. Now people unquestioningly accept the Tripods’
power. They have no control over their thoughts or their lives. But for a
brief time in each person’s life--in childhood--he is not a slave. For Will,
his time of freedom is about to end--unless he can escape to the White
Mountains, where the possibility of freedom still exists. The Tripods
trilogy follows the adventures of Will and his cohorts, as they try to
evade the Tripods and maintain their freedom and ultimately do battle
against them. The prequel, When the Tripods Came, explains how the
Young Will Parker and his companions make a perilous journey toward
an outpost of freedom where they hope to escape from the ruling
Tripods, who capture mature human beings and make them docile,
obedient servants.

Now in 35th-anniversary editions, John
Christopher’s Tripod trilogy, about a race
of three-legged machines who rule the
planet, appears with a new introduction
from the author and revised texts. The
White Mountains introduces 13-year-old
a rite of passage in which the Tripods
with metal headgear, and heads to
Switzerland’s White Mountains in search
of the world’s only remaining community
of free people. The follow-up, The City
of Gold and Lead
living in Switzerland and training to
overthrow the Tripods. But he must travel to the City of the Tripods,
installment, The Pool of Fire
defend the human race from extinction, the end result of the Tripods’
scheme.
Several years later, the prequel, When the Tripods Came, was released
to much critical and commercial fanfare.
Territories Sold:
38
Oxford University Press, Spain

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Upon leaving the army, John Christopher renewed a teenage ambition
won an Atlantic Award, sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation,
which enabled him to devote himself to writing for a year. After several

The Guardians, The Lotus Caves, Dom and Va, Empty World, and the
Sword and Fireball trilogies, as well as the Tripods trilogy. Following a
BBC television series in 1984 based on the Tripods books, he wrote a
prequel, When the Tripods Came, explaining how it all came about.
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THE LOST BOOKS

THE BANISHED NOVELS

Ted Dekker

Thomas Hunter handpicks four teens to help protect the Circle against
the evil Horde. But when six all-powerful books suddenly disappear,
these teens secretly abandon their original mission and travel across
two worlds to recover the books and discover their destiny.

Delacorte BFYR, October 2010
There isn’t much worth living for in Gypsum,
Missouri, or “Trashtown,” as the rich kids call
the run down neighborhood where sixteen-yearold Hailey Tarbell lives. As far as Hailey knows,
she’s never going to belong. Not with the kids at
school or with her cruel, sickly grandmother, who
of the basement.
But Hailey can’t help the feeling that she has
some kind of gift, or curse, that makes the
other kids shy away from her. Hailey is drawn
to those in pain, those who need to be healed.
And when her dog Rascal is hit by a car, Hailey’s
gift is revealed. Not only can she heal, she can
bring the suffering back to life. And Hailey will
beginning . . .

Delacorte BFYR, October 2011

Thomas Nelson, 2008-2010
Think with your heart and prepare to die . . . for you have been Chosen.
Thomas Hunter, supreme commander of the Forest Guard, has seen a great
evil decimate much of his beautiful world. With a dwindling army and an epic
and 17. From thousands, four will be chosen to lead a special mission.
Unknown to Thomas, the chosen four are redirected to a different endgame.
these seven books have immense power over the past, present, and future,
controlling not only the destiny of their world . . . but that of ours as well.

Ted Dekker is the author of twenty-two novels, with more
than 3 milllion copies of his books sold to date, 1 million
of them sold in one year alone.
Known for adrenaline-laced stories packed with mindbending plot twists, unforgettable characters and
confrontations between good and evil, Dekker has earned
his status as a New York Times bestselling author.
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www.teddekker.com

Hailey Tarbell is no typical girl. As one of the
Banished who arrived from Ireland generations
ago, Hailey has the power to heal—and, as she
recently learned, to create zombies if she heals
getting a chance at a normal life. After realizing
the good and bad sides of her power, Hailey has
survived the unimaginable to settle with her
aunt, Prairie, and her little brother, Chub, in the
suburbs of Milwaukee. Finally Hailey has a loving
family, nice clothes, and real friends. But her
safe little world is blown apart when she tries to
contact her secret boyfriend, Kaz—and alerts the
incredibly dangerous man who’s looking for her
to her true whereabouts.

Territories Sold:
Artemis, Turkey
Underworld, Brazil
Newton Compton, Italy
several thrillers for adults and young adults. She lives with her
family in Northern California.
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DEMONKEEPER
Royce Buckingham

SILAS AND THE WINTERBOTTOMS

Stephen M. Giles

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky, August 2010

Putnam Juvenile, 2007; 2008; 2009
Demons are all around us—most of them are relatively
harmless, like the ones that go bump in the night or make
you stub your toe. But some are dangerous—some can kill.
Since he was orphaned as a boy, Nat has been trained by
his aged mentor Daliwahl to be a demonkeeper, controlling
a menagerie of demons in their old, rickety house in
Seattle. But now Dahliwahl is gone and Nat is on his own.

What secret is Uncle Silas hiding?
Adele, Milo and Isabella Winterbottom haven’t heard
from Uncle Silas in years – unless you count the
occasional insult. So curious eyebrows are raised when
the cousins receive a mysterious invitation from their
disagreeable relative. But Silas is dying, and a dying

Fast-paced action, slapstick humor, and a winning, unlikely
hero, Demonkeeper is a high-spirited romp that will keep
readers glued to the page.

Or so the children believe.

Territories Sold:
Bragelonne, France; Tammi, Finland; Albatros, Poland; Blanvalet,
Germany; AST, Russia; Adriano Salani Editore SpA, Italy; Minotauro,
Spain; Panini, Brazil; People Team Millenium, Hungary; Litera, Romania;
Pegasus, Turkey

Demonkeeper, sold to both Putnam
and 20th Century Fox within a month of each other. Demonkeeper then
continues to write in his dwindling spare time.

www.demonkeeper.com

BUNHEADS
Sophie Flack

Poppy/Little, Brown Book Group, October 2011
On-stage beauty. Backstage drama.
As a dancer with the ultra-prestigious Manhattan
Ballet Company, nineteen-year-old Hannah Ward
juggles intense rehearsals, dazzling performances and
complicated backstage relationships. Up until now,
Hannah has happily devoted her entire life to ballet.
But when she meets a handsome musician named
Jacob, Hannah’s universe begins to change, and she
must decide if she wants to compete against the other
“bunheads” in the company for a star soloist spot or
strike out on her own in the real world. Does she dare
of everyday life?

Sophie Flack danced with the New
Territories Sold:
York City Ballet from 2000 until 2009.
Znak, Poland
She is currently studying English at
Newton Compton, Italy
Columbia University. Bunheads is her Baumhaus/Luebbe, Germany
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Territories Sold:
Matar, Israel
Artemis, Turkey
Pan Macmillan, Australia

But when they meet dear, old Uncle Silas and his
hungry pet crocodile, the trio suspects that he may
have a more sinister reason for inviting healthy, young
relatives to his secluded island estate – a place where
nothing is as it seems ...
Newton Compton, Italy
Random House, Germany

in Sydney, Australia.

www.stephenmgiles.com

WALTER THE FARTING DOG

William Kotzwinkle

Kids roll over laughing when they read this book
about the adventures of Walter-a well-liked dog
Kotzwinkle and Glenn Murray with amusing color
illustrations by Audrey Colman, it’s a New York
Times bestseller.
Territories Sold:
UK, Spain, France, Latin, Italy
William Kotzwinkle is an American novelist, children’s writer, and
screenwriter. He has won the World Fantasy Award for Best Novel for
Doctor Rat in 1977, and has also won the National Magazine Award for
E.T. the
Extra-Terrestrial.
www.williamkotzwinkle.com
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THE GUIN SAGA
KAORU KURIMOTO
Vertical (translated from the original Japanese)
With more than a hundred installments and going
strong—each new book a bestseller—The Guin Saga is
Japan’s top heroic fantasy series. The Guin Saga is the
longest continuing single-writer’s work in the world with
total circulation exceeding 28 million worldwide.
of Mongaul has overrun its elegant neighbor, Parros. The
lost priest kingdom’s surviving royalty, the young twins
Rinda and Remus, hide in a forest in the forbidding wild
Marches. There they are saved by a mysterious creature
with a man’s body and a leopard’s head who has just
emerged from a deep sleep and only remembers his
name. Guin.

On the See-Saw Bridge
Kowshiro Hata & Yuichi Kimura
A fast-paced touching tale of a
fox and young hare

Vertical, June 2011 (Translated from Japanese)
Stuck on this seesaw bridge for what feels like
an eternity the two once rivals slowly begin
to open up to each other. They disclose their
feelings and their history to each other. Upon
learning that their lives are quite similar, and
that their fate might be the same, they devise
a way to get off the bridge together. However
this will require utilizing the seessaw bridge’s
unpredictable movement to its fullest as their
only hope is to be launched off the bridge
before it falls into the raging river below.

Territories Sold:
The Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, Russia

THE PENDRAGON SERIES
DJ MacHale
Aladdin/Simon & Schuster

Imagine what it would be like to discover you aren’t
the person you thought you were.
Bobby Pendragon was living the life of a normal 14
year old guy, until his Uncle Press appeared with a
mission: protect all of time and space from a demon
named Saint Dane, a cold-blooded villain who wants
nothing less than the dismantling of
humanity.
The only force standing in Saint Dane’s way is a
mysterious group of people called Travelers, and
Bobby is surprised to discover that he is one of them.
The amazing truth behind this battle for time and
Territories Sold (Book 1):
space gradually unravels for Bobby over the course of
China, Thailand, Denmark,
the Pendragon books. Along the way, he encounters
Holland, France, UK, Japan, the kind of nail-biting, hairy adventures that he used
Germany, Greece, Poland,
Romania, Spain, Russia,
new life, they could not be more real.
Vietnam, Turkey, Taiwan
D.J. MacHale is a writer, director, executive producer and creator of several
popular television series and movies. As an author, his ten-volume book
series: PENDRAGON – JOURNAL OF AN ADVENTURE THROUGH TIME AND
SPACE became a New York Times #1 bestseller.
www.djmachalebooks.com
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“Kimura allows young children to observe some real struggles involving
fear, friendship, and natural instinct--and does so in a slyly humorous
text that has the rhythms of another land.”- American Library Association
Originally from Gunma prefecture, Kowshiro Hata graduated from Kyoto Seika
University. A professional picture book artist, Hata has worked on more than a dozen
books for publishers such as Kodansha, Iwasaki Books and Fairy Bell. Hata works as
a designer and illustrator.
Tokyo native Yuichi Kimura has worn many hats since graduating from the Tama
University for the Arts. As established comic writer, playwright, children’s television
writer and children’s book author Kimura is a multi-faceted talent whose work has
been recognized for decades overseas. His book “One Stormy Night” was winner of
the 1995 Kodansha Award for Culture in the children’s publishing category.
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THE JAKE RANSOM SERIES

James Rollins
HarperCollins, 2009; 2011

HOUSE OF STAIRS
William Sleator

When a mysterious envelope arrives for Jake Ransom, he and his
older sister, Kady, are plunged into a gripping chain of events.
An artifact found by their parents—on the expedition from which
they never returned—leads Jake and Kady to a strange world
inhabited by a peculiar mix of long-lost civilizations, a world that
may hold the key to their parents’ disappearance.

America in the distant future is a Crapsack World with
little room to live, hardly any food to eat and even less
to go around for the disadvantaged. Five sixteen-yearwith nothing but sets of endless staircases, a landing with
play mind games for food. None of them know the reasons
behind being put in the House of Stairs, and the machine
forces them to perform acts of escalating cruelty upon one
another. Their escape hinges upon being able to divine what
they can about their circumstances and the motives of their
captors.

But even as they enter the gate to this extraordinary place,
savage grackyls soar across the sky, diving to attack. Jake’s new
friends, the pretty Mayan girl Marika and the Roman Pindor, say
the grackyls were created by an evil alchemist—the Skull King.
King wants most is Jake and Kady—dead or alive.
Territories Sold:
Bard, Bulgaria; Univers Poche, France; Livanis, Greece; Nord, Italy; Eksmo, Russia;
Orion Books, UK; BB Art, Czech Republic; De Fontein, Holland; Dolnoslaskie,
Poland; Beyaz Balina, Turkey
New York Times bestselling author James Rollins and his new protagonist,
Jake Ransom, share many of the same passions. The author’s interest in
archaeology led him to amass his own Cabinet of Curiosities, which includes
www.jamesrollins.com
a 100,000-year-old mammoth tusk from China.

THE SEED TRILOGY
Pamela Sargent
FILM RIGHTS OPTIONED TO PARAMOUNT
Tor Teen, 2012 Reprint (1983, 1984, 2010 Originals)
Ship hurtles through space. Deep within its core, it
carries the seed of humankind. Launched by the people
of a dying Earth over a century ago, its mission is to
old Zoheret and her shipmates - whom it has created
from its genetic banks. To Zoheret and her shipmates,
Ship has been mother, father, and loving teacher,
preparing them for their biggest challenge: to survive
on their own, on an uninhabited planet, without Ship’s
protection. Now that day is almost upon them...but
are they ready to leave Ship? Ship devises a test. And
suddenly, instincts that have been latent for over a
hundred years take over. Zoheret watches as friends
become strangers - and enemies. Can Zoheret and
her companions overcome the biggest obstacle to the
survival of the human race - themselves?
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William Sleator (1945-2011) was an American
Territories Sold:
Changbi Publishers,
Korea

Stein due to the suspenseful and eerie nature
of his works. He wrote over 30 novels, some
of his most famous works are House of Stairs,
Interstellar Pigs and The Phantom Limb.

GRIMOIRE
Brad Strickland
Dial, 2006

The trip to London was supposed to be for a simple
reading of the will of some distant relative. Instead,
things have gone terribly wrong. Jarvey Midion’s
parents are nowhere to be found, and he is suddenly
in the middle of a mystery—a mystery involving
the Grimoire, a magical book that has the power to
transport people through time.
When Jarvey gets too close to the ominous tome, he is
instantly transported to Lunnon, a city that is not quite
Jarvey must team up with the Free Folk, a ragtag gang
of orphan kids who run wild on the streets. One of
them wants to help him use the Grimoire to get back
to his own time. But can he trust her?
Brad Strickland has written or co-written sixty-plus novels and more
than a hundred short stories. In 1992 Strickland completed four novels
begun by the late John Bellairs; beginning in 1996 he has created his
own stories using the already-established characters. He is also credited
in writing Wishbone.
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Front cover art by Michael Wagner from STARTERS by Lissa Price
Published by Delacorte Press, an imprint of Random House Children’s Books, in 2012.

